Spatial distribution of the beta2 integrin (CD11b/CD18) and L-selectin (CD62L) adherence receptors on human neutrophils by Conventional Optical Scanning Microscopy (COSM).
Receptors such as CD62L and CD11b/CD18, are transmembrane glycoproteins which regulate leukocyte adhesive phenotype. Flow cytometry (FCM) makes it possible to assess a characterization of the cell activation level by receptor quantifying, but that technique does not integrate other factors of adherence regulation, such as spatial distribution and molecular conformation. Our study consisted in exploring the main adherence receptors on Polymorphonuclear Neutrophils (PMN) that were simultaneously analyzed by FCM and Conventional Optical Scanning Microscopy (COSM). FCM analysis showed that TNFalpha induce a decrease in CD62L expression and an increase in beta2 integrins. COSM analysis distinguished three stages of cellular distribution of CD11b/CD18 within resting PMN: most of them (about 80%) had homogeneous distribution (heterogeneous spots distributed over the entire cell surface), for 10-15% of the cells, there was a crown distribution around the widest cell diameter and in less that 10% of them receptor distribution was polarized. CD62L was in the form of heterogeneous spots distributed in a circle on the surface on non-stimulated PMN. PMN stimulation by TNFalpha was associated to a randomized clustering involving both selectin and beta2 integrin. Three-dimensional analysis elicited data not shown by quantitative cytometry. For a single averaged value of the density determined by FMC, various spatial distributions of adherence receptors are found on the surface of non-stimulated PMN. The characterization of the leukocyte adhesive phenotype has to integrate adherence receptors density as well as their spatial distribution.